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Presence Podium

Adjustable height | AV ready | Customized to order

T

he Presence Podium is height
adjustable so every presenter is
served with commanding stature.
Contoured, solid top with hand holds.
Top is served with data connections
through flexible conduit. Available
with one or two pull-up shelves for
document camera and projector
stand. Rack mount storage bay.
Cubby holes for books, water bottles,
small accessories. Electronic combination lock on user side, locking removable access door on reverse side.
Dimensions:
37w x 26d x 36.75 to 48.50 vh
48w x 26d x 36.75 to 48.50 vh
PRS

MultiMedia Podium

flipIT Multi-Use | Tech Storage | Customized to order

M

VC Series Podium is designed for
technology-forward collaborative
conference environments. Goes well
with Piano Conference Tables.
The flipIT® Monitor Mount keeps the
screen at a low profile so it does
not obscure the sight lines of the
participants and camera. Keyboard
tray actuates flipIT® opening.
The equipment bay holds CPU and
other AV components. Equipment bay
doors lock for security. It rolls on heavy
duty casters so it can be positioned
for the most pleasing camera angle.
Dimensions 34w x 32d x 42h
MVC
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MFI Series flipIT® Podium

flipIT Multi-Use | Tech Storage | Customized to order

T

he MFI Series provides an ergonomic presentation platform that
is also a secure enclosure for equipment, media, supplies, and a central
location for controls.
SMARTdesks’ patented flipIT® Monitor
Mount provides a semi-recessed view
of the display to eliminate any line-ofsight obstruction between instructor
and student. The LCD screen is visible
to the teacher from behind and to the
sides of the podium for freedom of
movement while lecturing.
Podiums are 30 inches deep, 42
inches high and are sized in 4 widths:
30, 36, 54 and 60 inches. The narrower
versions have storage below and the
wider podiums have an additional
storage bay to the side.
MFI

MFP Series Podium
Semi-Recessed Display for iMac and AIO

F

or iMac® and AIO displays mounted on their own stands. Display is
semi-recessed into the work surface
to eliminate any obstruction of the
line-of-sight between instructor and
student. The LCD is easily seen by the
teacher from behind and to the sides
of the computer podium so there are
fewer restrictions to moving around
while lecturing.
Cabinet is configured with locking
single and double equipment and
storage bays. Podiums are 30 inches
deep, 42 inches high and are sized
in 4 widths: 30, 36, 54 and 60 inches.
Doors are on 270° hinges to enable
them to fold flat against the sides
when the lectern is in use.
MFP
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MDT Series Podium

Power Data Ports | Tech Storage | Customized to order

T

he MDT Series configured with
locking single and double equipment
and storage bays. Podiums are 30 inches
deep, 42 inches high and are sized in 4
widths: 30, 36, 54 and 60 inches. Doors
are on 270° hinges to enable them to
fold flat against the sides when the lectern is in use.
MDT

MLT Series Podium

Power Data Ports | Tech Storage | Customized to order

T

he MLT Series is designed to
support laptop and notebook
computers on top of the work surface
in a comfortable position for teaching. They all provide a Power/Data
Port with duplex outlet and network
connections to make it easy to bring
your presentation and data into the
classroom.
MLT

MSS Series Podium

DownView | Glass Viewport | Customized to order

S

tand-up computer podiums integrate an LCD monitor
below a tinted and tempered monitor window in the
work surface to eliminate any obstruction of the line-ofsight between instructor and student. The work surface
area is always totally clear to accommodate printed teaching materials and notes.
Configured with locking single and double equipment and
storage bays. Podiums are 30 inches deep, 42 inches high
and are sized in 4 widths: 30, 36, 54 and 60 inches. Doors
are on 270° hinges to enable them to fold flat against the
sides when the lectern is in use.
MSS
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iLid DUO® Podium

Twin Monitors| Multi-Use Design | Tech Storage

T

he iLid DUO® Podium provides Multiuse top that presents dual monitors
for ergonomic presentation. Also a secure
enclosure for equipment, media, supplies,
and a central location for controls.
the iLid® DUO monitor mount provides a
semi-recessed view of the displays to eliminate any line-of-sight obstruction between
instructor and student. The LCD screens
are visible to the teacher from behind and
to the sides of the podium for freedom of
movement while lecturing.
Podiums are 30 inches deep, 42 inches
high and 60 inches wide.
MID

The Flipper
Open Bay Podium

14 rack mount spaces, optional shelves

In a small footprint of only
30x24x45, The Flipper Podium
houses 14 rack mount spaces for
technology, a retractable keyboard/mouse platform and a 20”
display in a flipIT® K19 monitor
mount.
Optional folding side shelves on
both or either side provide extra
surface for doc cams and external
controllers. Optional casters for
mobility.
MFI-302445-K19
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